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Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. At the time, the idea of a diesel Dodge van was rather
intriguing to me. I should have ordered one, because it might be the only one on the planet.
Even finding good info and pics of one of the diesel pickups is hard; these very nice ones are
courtesy of Marc Lerner, posted at nissandiesel. How about the fact that it made all of hp and ft.
This was a naturally-aspirated unit, like so many in the first half of the Great Diesel Epoch.
There is talk of folks retrofitting them with turbos, but who knows if any are still intact. Anyway,
owners of them say they will trundle along at sixty or so, and get a solid 20 mpg doing it.
Needless to say, acceleration is very leisurely. Transmission was a choice of a four-speed stick
or A Loadflite. Except that it was announced, and allpar makes mention of it too. Perkins had
been available on export-only Dodges for some years, including some sedans, but in , it was
listed as an option for US buyers too. Since only some 1, were sold, it quickly dropped off the
radar again. It took three tries for Dodge to score with a diesel truck, but that one was a home
run. Among the people I know I know more about cars than anybody. I just missed shooting one
of the 70s Diesel Dodge pickups. I had seen an old green late 70s Dodge pickup sitting at a
particular house that I passed regularly. One day it was gone, and shortly another CC-worthy
vehicle showed up. The owner happened to be outside and allowed me to photograph his
vehicle which I have not yet written up. I mentioned that I had thought of stopping and
photographing his pickup, and it was then that he told me that it was one of the few with a Mitsu
diesel and that he had just sold it. I had never even remembered that those were made, and he
told me that I had a lot of company. I missed it by about 3 weeks, and have not seen it since.
Wow; I can only vaguely remember seeing one or two ages ago with that Diesel Power badge.
My congratulations as well as condolences. I went to buy a dodge off of a guy and I had traveled
many miles to get itâ€¦ and he sold itâ€¦.. I have only seen one of those diesels I think it was a
half ton. I accidentally stumbled across that walking into a Quality Dairy convenience store in
Okemos Michigan thankfully the guy left it running. It was an old red and white faded out half
ton 2 wheel drive conventional cab Style. It was out west, likely Wyoming. I knew it was rare;
now I know how rare. Likely, it is not uncommon for diesel engines to have two, many times one
is a conventional full flow unit and the other a by-pass style filter with lower micron rating.
Though it is best known as the SD I always thought that Dodge used the Nissan diesel as well.
As others have said, you learn something new every day here. Been thinking dieselâ€¦ I know
this is an old ad but thought id ask is still avail. Wish you still had it. I would definitely like to
have it. My number is Just in case. No its not. The torque curve of a diesel may be fatter low
down, which may affect gearing issues and shift points, but ultimately, horsepower is the final
word on how much power an engine makes. A hp 2 liter Honda S engine mounted in a semi
truck and a hp 16 liter Cummins diesel from the 60s are both capable of pulling the same
semi-truck down the road or up a hill at exactly the same rate. It would just take very different
gearing, and more gears for the Honda. There is a good reason large trucks engines are rated
first and most importantly in how much horsepower they make. An engine that makes lots of
torque but not much hp will require less shifting, but ultimately, its hp rating will determine how
fast it can go, and how much load it can pull, and at what grade. BTW, that Mitsu diesel six
made ft. Keep in mind that it did not have a turbo. Torque is a force, HP is the rate of application
of that force. Torque can be multiplied by gear reduction but HP cannot. HP is what determines
how fast you can do work. Technically, torque is the moment of a force, which is why it has
units of foot-pounds, rather than just pounds. You can make the same peak horsepower by
increasing torque or by increasing RPM. Any way you slice it though, that Mitsu engine seems
rather marginal for a fullsize pickup. Today an overdrive transmission could be retrofitted to get
the best of both options. The car could probably do well with an overdrive gear. An interesting
aside:Look at the hp and torque curve graph for any engine. If they on the same scale and the
numbers are not doctored, the horsepower and torque curves will cross at RPM. That of course
is why most diesels show such low HP numbers vs the torque numbers. Another interesting â€”

and undoubtedly rare â€” diesel was the Nissan conversions done with Valiants, Mavericks and
Novas in the early- to mids. Thanks for the link, very interesting. The engien was mainly sold for
use in forklifts, stationary applications and for marine use, none of which would normally use
an automotive style AT. The Scouts with the CN33 that were equipped with an automatic trans
used a with the big block Mopar flywheel housing pattern. Instead of the SAE 4 flywheel
housing the engine was normally shipped with and used in 4sp Scouts. It does make we wonder
if the engineers at IH read that article when they were considering a diesel. The records do show
that they tested a number of other engines before deciding on the CN unit. Buying it from
Chrysler did make for a single supplier for engines and automatics. The ad said the engine used
was a Mercedes unit but I wonder now if it was 1 of those Nissan engined conversions. IIRC
perkins and chrysler go back a long way. I seem to remember plymouths with diesel engines
that saw duty in Britain after the war. Too lazy to google right now. Newer diesels make a lot
more power and torque but they are not as simple and understressed as these old mechanical
indirect-injection diesels. Interesting, I had no idea this existed either. I swapped in a 2. I was
impressed even though I despised Fords back in the day. Found one! One of the pilots is a
diesel head and owns it. Its a runner. Slightly darker red than in the ad. Confirmed its a two
door. Engine is fairly fresh recent rebuild and the owner is a motivated seller. While it is a bit
under powered it is vary usabel easy to work on and future upgrades will improve it. A friend
and I have a D with the Mitsubishi in it. Its been turboed. It is in a 4wd configuration. Cory, I have
questions about the injection pump on the 6DR Do you have a good knowledge of it, or know
someone who does? Thank you! Interesting page for sure! I have a Chrysler Newport with the
6dr No, it was not factory. A rancher in Montana bought the car new and then bought a new
Dodge pickup in The truck was totaled in a rollover on the ranch with less than 10K on it. In , he
pulled the from the Newport and in went the 6dr It is a beautiful swap and looks like it belongs
there. The car is driven daily, but is in the shop now for new radiator and to remove the WVO
system I have run for the past three years. It is turbocharged and gets the job done nicely.
Would love to see some pics of this. I just recently acquired a very complete version of this
engine, along with the manual transmission bell housing and a majority of the peripheral
accessories. It uses a unique flywheel, with the Mitusbishi bolt pattern, however the bell
housing is the same unit as used behind the and in the Dodge trucks. The starter is mounted to
a spacer, not unlike how Cummins does in their applications. The starter is definitely a one-of
deal. I intend to do some clean-up, set up a radiator to run it on, and try to fire the old gal up on
the ground in the near future. We have just purchased a dodge pickup that nearly identical to
the one above but I have some confusion with this year truck, question isâ€¦are all Dodge
pickups from diesel fuelâ€¦. I have looked on line but can not fine anything about them. How
reliable are these things? Are parts redly available? It must have been a special version for
export, or someone installed a diesel engine later, as no Dodge diesel vans were ever sold in
the US. Noticed your ad is several years old but hey you never know. Pls let me know if u
happen to know of anything possibly available. Maybe willing to pay more for the right Power
Wagon with certain options. Thank you very much, Greg Williams. Email address ; Gregwilliams
gmail. Saw a dead one of those in Potrero, Ca a few years back. We have a Toro mower at work
with a turbo 4 cyl version of that motor. We are not talking a set for the whole motor, but 3
measly rings for 1 piston. Is there a way to post pics of it on here. I am a little interested, but I
think there is quite a distance to cover here. Hey, I have a dodge with the Mitsubishi diesel in it.
Ive been trying to find specs for it but i cant. I dont know how much oil it takes. If someone
could just tell me.. Thank you. I have a Mitsubishi diesel with the 2 oil filters and the inline 6 â€”
not too many where made does any one know how much it would sell for Thanks. It was a
terrible truck and still the butt of many jokes since I was actually passed by a ford pinto that
was pulling a trailer on flat ground.. Anyway here is the story of that shiny bright red diesel as
best as I can remember.. For some reason I keep thinking it was in but it could have been in He
said that while he was shopping for a new truck at the dealership in Dallas a transporter
unloaded this truck and what caught his eye was the large decal near the back of the bed that
said diesel power. So Bill bought it only to have the dealer call a couple days later and say that
he had to return it because paper work had arrived stating that it was to never be sold and was
only to be displayed then sent to another dealership. Bill refused to return it and there was a lot
of legal stuff threatened but nothing they could do because Bill paid cash and had a legal bill of
sale and title. And to top it off they included a photo of them. All 4 of them were red and had that
large decal saying diesel power just like Uncle Bills. Also 3 were destroyed and 1 was lost. I
sent pictures of it to Hot Rod but never heard anything back from them. I remember one winter
morning it took 10 minutes before that light went out and then i still had to use starting fluid to
get it running. You never left the house without telling someone where you were going and
when to expect you back just in case you needed rescuing. Because it was always breaking

down Old Bill was on a first name basis with an old diesel mechanic in south Dallas and he
actually gave him that truck one day when it broke the fuel pump housing and there was no way
to get any parts to fix it. Hi all, I have a D diesel over here in Finland. The car has been sitting
under a tree for some 15years. Now all breaks must be fixed, wiring is a big mess, lots of
welding and all kinds of small things?. Just a long way to go to get it trough inspection. But one
day I will experience how slow it will be. The owner thought the engine might be useable for
something else gosh knows what. I have no paperwork, and the motorhome looks worse for
wear. The owner used it to tour through rural Mexico and the southwestern US. He says it
handled the mountains OK. Photos to follow. You could tell it was a little long for the available
space because the radiator support was trimmed to move the radiator forward. Other than that it
fits the chassis just fine. It was featured in issue 11 of Custom Vanner magazine. Hi there
everyone. I ran across these post while looking for information on my newly purchased
showroom Dodge Club Cab Adventurer, SE Mitsubishi six cylinder diesel. It was previously
owned by Ron Hackenberger of Norwalk, Ohio. He bought it new, drove it for four years and put
it in storage. He had many rare and hard to find items including a Delorean in running condition.
If I can figure out how to post pictures I will do so. Don, I sure do. What ever it needs to get
roadworthy again. I have a pick up. The clutch needs replacement. Does anyone know what type
I need? Is it a Dodge or Mitsubishi clutch? Interesting find. I did get to drive a couple of these
back in the day. If they were as slow to die as they were to drive they would still most all be
around lol. One thing is sure. They would not go quietly. You guys want to buy a Mitubishi
Diesel?? Same one as featured above. Was fitted with an automatic. Starter and adapter is
there. Alt bracket and powersteering brackets also. The first time I saw a Mitsubishi
diesel-powered Dodge truck up close was around when I worked at a gas station that sold
diesel fuel. I offered to buy it on the spot, but the owner was not interested in selling. I have
seen a few International Scouts with the Nissan and T turbo diesels, though. I just bought a 78
truck with the Mitsubishi motor today pretty decent shape was fitted with a turbo off a gleaner
combine. There did exist, a custom built Chev. He later sold the truck in to some one in
Ringwood, N. Do not know the present whereabouts of Bob or the truck. Not an easy task. What
a great year to be born in. Yes, the vans did exist, there used to be a salvage yard in Minnesota
that had a van with the 4. I worked on a horse farm in Lexington , Kentucky in They had a 78
Dodge diesel ATD cab long bed automatic truck. The name of the farm was Pharamond Farm.
The owner Mrs. Fisher was obsessed with diesel powered anything. Any piece of equipment she
could get with a diesel she would by. Both were 4WD, and had belly mowers on them. They also
had. Hydraulic seats, PTO drive and exhaust that pointed up with a rain flap on them. Your email
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